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Abstract  – The distributed genetic algorithms are considered for 
problem of test generation. The different forms of parallelization of 
genetic algorithms  are investigated for test generation. 
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Fig.1 Different realization of parallel GA 
I .INTRODUCTION 

 
Genetic algorithms (GA) are successfully used for the test 

generation of digital circuits [1] (from 90th) along with the 
deterministic structural methods. Experience shows that genetic 
algorithms give the best results for the circuits, oriented to the 
data processing, while the deterministic methods more 
successfully work for sequential circuits with difficult control 
logic. In this paper represented parallel GA, which allow 
extending an effective application GA for this problem. 

 
II. DISTRIBUTED GA. 

 
Inherent GA "internal" parallelism and possibility of the 

distributed calculations promote to development of parallel GA 
(PGA). The first papers in this direction appeared in 60-th years, 
but only in 80-th years, when accessible facilities of parallel 
realization were developed, the PGA researches adopted 
systematic mass character and practical orientation. The great 
number of models and realizations are developed in this 
direction, some of which are represented below [2]. 

Parallelism of GA gives the following advantages: 
1) Search of alternative decisions of the same problem; 
2) Parallel search from different points in decision space; 
3) Good realization is assumed as islands or cellular structure; 
4) Large efficiency of search even in the case of realization not 

on parallel calculable structures; 
5) Good compatibility with other evolutional and classic 

procedures of search; 
6) Substantial increase of speed execution on the multi-

possessor systems. 
Further we shall consider the modern main methods of the 

PGA realization. Most known is global parallelism which 
represented on Fig.1.a).  

This model is based on simple (classic) GA in which the 
calculations are performed in parallel. 
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This approach is faster, than classic GA, which can be 
executed sequentially, and does not usually require balance 
on the load as on different processors more frequent than 
all the values of fitness-functions for different individuals 
(strings) are calculated (having about equal computation 
complexity). The exception makes the genetic 
programming, where different individuals can strongly 
differ on the complication (treelike or graph- structures).  

This model often named "master-slave". Many 
researchers use the pool of processors for the increase of 
speed execution of algorithm. At the same time the 
independent program passages of algorithm at different 
processors are executed essentially quick than at one 
processor. It must be noted, that in this case there is no co-
operation between different passes of algorithm. It is 
extraordinarily simple method of implementation of 
simultaneous work (if it is possible) and it can be very 
useful. For example, it can be used for the decision of the 
same task with different initial conditions. By virtue of the 
probabilistic nature GA allow effectively using this 
method. At the same time we have minimum program 
changes, but advantages can be considerable. 

In Fig.1.b) also represented an extraordinarily popular 
"model of islands" (coarse grain), where great number of 
sub algorithms simultaneously work in parallel, exchanging 
in the search process by some individuals. This model 
assumes direct realization on the computing systems with 
MIMD- architecture. Thus every “island” corresponds to its 
processor. 

In cellular GA (fine grain), shown on Fig.1.c, 
parallelism usually will be realized on the computer 
systems with SIMD-architecture, where every processor 
represents subpopulation (from one individual). Although 
another papers are known, where authors use single 
possessor computers and systems with MIMD-architecture. 
 

III. GENETIC ALGORITHM OF TEST GENERATION  
 

The purpose of automatic test generation is construction 
of input sequences of binary sets, which check up any 
physical defect possible in the process of production (or) 
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exploitations of logical circuits. However there is the enormous 
number of possible potential physical defects. Some class of 
faults, which simulate the real physical defects, is usually 
examined therefore. Thus, fault is the model of (one or a few) 
physical defects. In practice more frequent all is examined by 
single stack-at constant faults, test generation for which usually 
gives satisfactory results (fault coverage) for real faults in the 
circuits. In the case of necessity (low fault coverage), test can be 
generated for other types of faults, such as shorts, a transistor is 
constantly opened (short), delays of propagation of signals, etc. 
It is known, that the test generation is a NP-difficult task, which 
means that in worst case it is solved by enumeration of all 
possibilities [1]. Therefore, in spite of the fact, that the great 
number of serial structural methods of test generation are 
developed, which for many circuits  give good results (high fault 
coverage), the  algorithm parallelizations for the tests generation 
were made  an attempt [3,4].  

a) horizontal crossover 

During the test generation for digital circuits with application 
of GA, as an individual can be used a test sequence (Fig.2a). 
Population consists of the fixed number of test sequences, 

possibly, different length (Fig.2b). 
For the chosen encoding of individuals and populations the 

following problem oriented genetic operators can be used [1]: 
1) Crossover. Two types of operation will be realized (Fig.3): 

vertical and horizontal crossover which are executed accordingly 
with probabilities  and   vP vh PP −= 1 .

2) Mutation. Three types of this operator accordingly are used 
with probabilities ,  and : 

1mP
2mP

3mP
– Delete of one input vector from the by random chosen 

position. Application of this operation allows to reduce 
the length of the generated test sequence in that case, 
when a remote vector does not worsen test properties of 
sequence; 

– Addition of one input vector in random position, that also 
allows to extend the search area of decisions; 

– Random replacement of bits in a test sequence. 
Because the purpose of test generation is design of input 

sequence, in which maximally differ the values of signals in fault 
and good circuits, the quality of test sequence (fitness-function) 
can be estimated as measure of difference of values of signals in 

fault and good circuits. In the simplest case the programs of 
logical simulation of good circuits are used for this 
purpose, allowing estimating the values of signals on two 
neighboring (in time) test patterns. On the basis dates of 
good simulation the following fitness-functions are 
developed: 

b) vertical crossover 
 

Fig.3 Operations of the horizontal and vertical 
crossing GA 

 

a) individuals  b) populations 
 

Fig.2 Encoding Of individuals and population in GA 
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where -  and  is number of changes of signals on the 
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where s  is the analyzed sequence;  -  vector from the 
examined sequence, 

iv
I - position of vector in a sequence,  

- given fault, f 10 << L . 



If test generation with mentioned fitness function is not 
success, then the fault simulation programs are used. Here fitness 
functions are based on the count of signal difference in good and 
fault circuits and have approximately the same kind as well as in 
the previous case. 
 

IV. PARALLEL GENETIC ALGORITHM OF TEST 
GENERATION 

 
In this paper for pararallelism of GA we use a model «master - 

slave», because it requires the small changes in the existent 
version of software realizing GA of test generations and gives 
quite good results. 

In this approach every processor has its own copy of 
population. The cost of calculation of values of fitness-functions 
(witch use the logical simulation) are evenly distributed on all 
processors. For all processors the same list of faults is used. 
Therefore for n individuals and P processors we take to every 
processor the individuals. The values of fitness-functions 
are calculated by the slave processor and are sent to one selected 
processor (master), which collects all information and passes it 
to all processors. Every processor has information about the 
values of fitness-function for all individuals and can design next 
generation on this basis.  

nP /

So the processor - master executes central part (kernel) of test 
generation, while the logical simulation (good and fault) of 
digital circuits will be realized on processors – slaves. With point 
of view of cost calculation the fault simulation is most critical. 
Different methods of organization of the distributed fault 
simulation, which are known, mainly based on breaking-up: 1) 
circuits on sub circuits; 2) test sequence on a subsequence. We 
will take combined approach combining these two methods. 

On the first and second stages the generated input sequences 
are distributed between working processors. On the first stage 
every working processor is loaded by the generation of one 
subsequence. For balance the list of undetected faults is broken 
up on approximately identical subgroups. 

At the end of each of three stages the points of 
synchronization are placed. When a processor - master arrives at 
these points, he passes to the wait mode, while all working 
processors will not make off the tasks, that guarantees global 
correctness of algorithm. Thus work between a processor-muster 
and workers is distributed as follows. 

Processor - master : 
- Performs all input-output operations with an user and file 

system: it reads circuit description and  fault list, then, it 
writes the generated input test sequence; 

- Initially spans «slave» processes on available procedures; 
- Distributes the copies (internal form) of circuits and fault 

lists to every working processor; 
- Organizes the process control of test generation: as soon 

as input sequence has to be fault simulated, it sends the 
proper message fop activating of working processors; 
when working processors finish their work, processor- 
master receives results and accordingly changes global 
data structures (general fault list, values of fitness-
functions for individuals and, etc.). 

A working processor keeps the local copy o of circuit (in internal 
format) and fault list. Every «worker» takes an input sequence 

from the «master» and determines the faults are detected by 
this sequence, by the logical simulation and calculates the 
values of fitness-function for individuals. It sends the got 
results to the master and wait next job. As the population 
size is much larger than the number of processors, good 
balance in the load of processors is achieved. For every 
working processor the change of local fault list with the 
detected and undetected faults from other working 
processors requires enough a lot of resources and it is 
critical.  

Final results (test input sequences and fault coverage) are 
near to those, that is got on the single possessor computer 
system with the use of a similar algorithm. Quality of 
decision (fault coverage test) is not here lost and is in most 
cases got better, and time of test generation grows short 
substantially. 
 

V. DISTRIBUTED FAULT SIMULATION 
 

Described above distributed genetic algorithm of test 
generation mainly is based on the distributed fault 
simulation one. Now we will shortly describe also this 
approach. 

Distributed fault simulation is organized in similar way 
and also is based on the «master-slave» approach. One 
processor here is selected as master and residuary processor 
– as slaves. Exist several approaches to perform distributed 
fault simulation: partitioning of circuit [5] and partitioning 
of fault list [6]. Our algorithm is based on the fault list 
partitioning. 

Data flow chart for this scheme of computational process 
is showed on fig.4.  

Every slave processors performs fault simulation on the 
data received from the master: circuit description and short 
fault list. The pseudocode of this process is given below. 

 
slave_process_fault_simulation() 
{ 
  search_of_master_process(); 
  if( master_was_found ) 
  { 
    receive_circuit_description(); 
    receive_short_fault_list(); 
    parallel_fault_simulation() 
    send_list_of_undetected_faults(); 
  } 
} 

 
Fig.4 Slave process algorithm 

 
The kernel of this process is a procedure 

«parallel_fault_simulation», which is a regular fault 
simulator that used in one machine realization. In our case 
we used home built PROOFS-based fault simulator, 
described in [7]. Mark the main advantages of this 
algorithm that makes it very successful: 1) dynamic fault-
list processing: detected fault is eliminated from fault list in 
the same time it detected, no simulation performs for this 
fault further; 2) fault sorting which allows include in one 
group the faults that cause the same simulation events; 3) 



the technique of functional fault injection.  
Common data flow chart diagram that describes interaction 

among master and slaves processes is shown on fig.5. 
It is necessary to notice that master process performs two 

types of exchange operation. File input/output needs to obtain 
circuit description and test sequence to be simulated. In contrast 
all data interchange among master and slave process is 
performed via TCP/IP sockets. This fact enables to construct 
calculation cluster on the common used computers. Authors used 
as such cluster 100Mbit local intranet. 

As can see from data flow chart diagram master processor 
don’t performs any simulation but organizes the calculation: 

- Reads the circuit description to be simulated and input 
test sequence; 

- Sends this description and test sequence for all client 
processors; 

- Receives from slaves fault simulation results and makes 
common report. 

Algorithm for master process for distributed simulation is 
given below. 
 
distributed_simulation(circuit,test) 
{ 
  number_of_slaves = search_of_slaves(); 
  if( number_of_slaves != 0 ) 
  { 
    input_circuit_description(); 
    input_test(); 
    make_full_fault_list(); 
    partiting_the_fault_list(number_of_slaves); 
    for( i=0 ; i< number_of_slaves ; i++ ) 
    { 
      send_to_client_i_circuit_description (); 
      send_to_client_i_part_of_fault_list(); 
      send_to_client_i_test_sequence(); 
    } 
    for( i=0 ; i< number_of_slaves ; i++ ) 
    { 
      receive_list_of_undetected_faults(); 
    } 
    make_report(); 
  } 
} 

Fig.6 Master process algorithm for distributed simulation 

 

Fig.5 Data flow diagram for distributed 
fault simulation 

Master process starts with search procedure of 
calculation clients. Done this it partition full fault list into 
several short one pro rata found clients. Further in cycle it 
makes the same work with all clients: sends circuit 
description in internal format; sends test sequence and 
corresponding short fault list. After this master passed in 
state of waiting data from clients. At the next step master 
receives the results of fault simulation from each client and 
makes general reports: fault coverage, common simulation 
time, time of simulation on every clients. 

Proposed algorithm for distributed fault simulation was 
implemented on Windows platform into C++ Builder 
environment. As a core algorithm for client processors was 
brought slightly modified home-developed PROOFS-based 
algorithm. The modification is concern only TCP/IP 
sockets interaction with development environment: circuit 
input, receiving/sending fault list, obtaining test input 
sequence. Master process algorithm was implemented 
anew. All experiments were passed on the 100 Mbit/sec 
local intranet. As an input sequence was given randomly 
generated sequences, which consist of 1000 patterns. 

At first we study the speed-up of simulation process 
depending on the number of the client processors. We give 
these experimental data for one of the large ISCAS-89 
circuit – s35938 (fig.7). Secondly, we obtain experimental 
data for six largest circuits with eight clients (fig.8). 

The distributed fault simulation algorithm constructed in 
described way enable a high parallelization of simulation 
process. But it is necessary to notice for both experiments it 
is impossibly to achieve linear speed-up of simulation time. 
This fact relates with the necessity for master make some 
irredundant job for all client processors: sending circuit 
description, input sequence and fault list. 

 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 

In this paper a problem of distributed genetic test 
generation and fault simulation is studied. The possible 
way of organization of this process is described. Proposed 
by authors for solving these tasks algorithms that based on 
the scheme «master-slave» are described. Experimental 
data for distributed simulation algorithm for large ISCAS-
89 circuits are given. 
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Fig.7 Speed-up of fault simulation for s35938 benchmark circuit depending on the 

number of the client processors 
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 Fig.8 Speed-up of fault simulation for larges ISCAS-89 circuits with 8 clients 
realization. 
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